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1 General Notes 

1.1 About this Release 

This documentation describes the changes in IDL.KONSIS, IDL.FORECAST, IDL.XLSLINK and IDL Smart 

Connectivity for SAP compared to Release 2021.1. The minimum requirement for installing this 

version is the installation of Release 2021.0. 

The previously released fixpacks are included. 

With this release, maintenance for the 2020.1 release ends. 

1.2 Data Backup 

Before installation, please make a backup of your database(s) and check it to protect against data 

loss. 

1.3 Migration 

After installation, the release migration for IDL.KONSIS / IDL.FORECAST must always be performed 

first. After logging in, start the release migration via <Start migration now> in the message window. 

A restart is not necessary, all applications are available afterwards. 

You can find the protocol of the migration under the short word KONVERT (right-click on the 

corresponding migration). 

If the migration is not started in this manner, e.g., because the logged-in user lacks authorization, 

the call of other applications is blocked. The only exceptions are the applications for maintaining the 

authorization data if the logged-in user does not have authorization to execute the migration due 

to the use of individual authorization groups. After manual execution of the migration, IDL.KONSIS / 

IDL.FORECAST must be restarted. 

For the release 2022.0 the conversions for the IDL.KONSIS database are done: 

• The new mandatory field “Account class” in the KVA application is filled according to the 

following rule: For all existing KVA Sx and Ax it is checked whether statistical accounts with 

balance sheet/profit&loss code >5 are assigned. If so, they receive the indicator ‘S’, otherwise 

‘E’. 

1.4 Documentation 

In the subdirectory Doku\Release you will find the following documentations 

• Technical Installation Instructions 

• Operational Installation Instructions 

• Release Notes 

For the currently valid "Hard- and Software Requirements", please refer to the Customer Portal 
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https://help.insightsoftware.com/s/article/IDL-Hard-and-Software-Requirements (login required). 

1.5 Security 

TLS 1.3 is used as the communication protocol between the client and the application server. Perfect 

Forward Secrecy makes it much more difficult to decrypt the connection at a later date. 

1.6 Technical Information 

The Desktop Client and the IDL LAUNCHER deliver the used JRE (Java Runtime Environment) in the 

installation directory, so that no separate installation is necessary. 

1.7 Other Notes 

The functions of IDL.CONNECTOR have not been further developed since the 2016 release. Since the 

2020.0 release, the new versions only ensure technical runnability. Runnable Excel sheets can still be 

used depending on the Excel versions available at that time, but IDL offers only limited support for 

them.  

For alternatives to IDL.CONNECTOR, please contact your consultant or sales contact. 

https://help.insightsoftware.com/s/article/IDL-Hard-and-Software-Requirements
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2 IDL.KONSIS 

2.1 Group financial statement 

2.1.1 Differentiated carry forward for voucher of consolidation of debits and credits  

The carry forward for vouchers of consolidation of debits and credits can now also be made 

separately for each reconciliation group and not only summarized. To use this function, the 

corresponding consolidation function must be created in the application KVA and assigned to the 

basic KVA. Example: For the KVA SK 01 a carry forward KVA SK 01 V is needed and entered as carry 

forward KVA for SK 01. 

2.1.2 Entry field for classification of SK/AE according to statistical / non-statistical  

Up to now the classification of consolidation functions for SK/AE was done indirectly via the 

assignment of accounts to the respective KVA: if a statistical account with balance sheet/profit&loss 

code 6-9 was assigned, only further statistical accounts could be assigned and no “real” accounts 

with codes 1-4. To make this clear, there is a new mandatory field “Account class” in the area “3. 

Options” of the wizard in the application KVA. Here the options ‘E’ = effective accounts only, ‘S’ = 

statistic accounts only and ‘M’ = Mass statistic accounts only (see below) can be selected. When 

assigning accounts to these consolidation functions, a corresponding check takes place. 

2.1.3 Consolidation of debits and credits / income and expenses now with statistical 

quantities 

From now accounts for statistical quantities can also be assigned to the SK/AE. For this purpose, a 

separate consolidation function has to be created in the application KVA, in which the option ‘M’ = 

Mass statistic accounts only is selected in the new field “Account class”. 

2.1.4 Easier posting of differences from posting records  

When managing business areas, the posting of differences per posting record (application UBR/IC-

UBR) has been simplified if the document as a whole has no difference. Provided that the non-cash 

difference at the respective voucher is 0.00, any differences in the individual posting record numbers 

per business area can be automatically cleared using the "Post non-cash difference" function.  The 

difference is cleared via the business area of the relevant posting record number with the account 

threshold value according to KTKPAR and the relevant controlling object in each case. 

2.1.5 Deferred taxes according to parameters from application LTKE resp. KTKPAR LT 

Until now, deferred taxes on consolidation postings were always posted to the accounts selected in 

KTKPAR LT. While deviating tax rates were also taken from the application LTK, accounts selected 

here were ignored by the function in the group. Now these are also used for the entries in the group. 

Only if no accounts are specified in LTK the accounts from KTKPAR LT are used. 
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2.1.6 Sequential numbers for further consolidation processing for upstream merger  

For the upstream merger consolidation processing with flag PZ there is now also a sequential number 

in the consolidation processing of the document number. 

2.2 Interfaces 

2.2.1 Additional parameters for interface call 

When calling the SAP interface with SSISIntegrator.JAR, the following additional parameters can now 

be stored in the MEN application:   

- It is now possible to specify that the 64 bit mode is used instead of the 32 bit mode.   

(-USE32BIT "F"). 32 Bit Modus on (-USE32BIT "T"). 

- In addition to the package parameters you can also pass self-defined project parameters with 

prefix proj_  

Example.:  

ssisintegrator.jar -SERVER "servername" -package "/SSISDB/Test/K010ToExcel.dtsx" -USE32BIT "F"  

-pIMPUSER %UI -proj_KTP "GES001" 

2.3 Master data 

2.3.1 Supplybatch 

The integrated supplybatch has been updated with an assignment of equity consolidation to equity 

column (see report). 
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3 IDL.FORECAST 

3.1 Writing development transactions to IDL.KONSIS 

With the current release, you can now assign (plan) posting keys to account transactions and write 

them together as development transactions to IDL.KONSIS. Of course, this also applies to fixed asset  

objects in the case of fixed asset accounts. 

3.2 Szenario / Planning 

3.2.1 Distribution function according to previous year (structure) 

In the scenario it is now possible to copy only the structure/distribution of values from the ACTUAL 

(or another template) and then transfer them to already existing, other values in the plan, so that 

they are distributed in exactly the same way as in the ACTUAL / template. This is possible for selected 

items and accounts as well as for the entire structure of a scenario. 

3.2.2 Balance copy profile with activated controlling balances / IC balances 

The options for controlling balances and IC balances can now be changed in each scenario. The 

presetting of these options for new (copy) profiles depends on whether the current scenario works 

with Controlling or with IC. If the options are selected although the current scenario does not have 

Controlling or IC, a warning message appears. 

3.2.3 Period selection in the scenario wizard 

The period selection has been optically revised. 

3.2.4 Currency conversion extended 

The currency conversion now supports monthly average conversion rates when applying the IC-

Planning.  

3.2.5 Extended check at scenario start for GESUBR assignments 

When starting a scenario, the system checks whether corresponding entries exist in GESUBR for the 

set company and business area and the periods and data types of the scenario and, if not, asks the 

user whether the entries should be created. It is now possible to automatically generate the missing 

GESUBR entries not only for the target data type, but also for the source data type. 

3.2.6 Filter for planning sequences 

For the planning sequences (planning monitor), a filter on the name of the sequence has been added 

so that the overview can be narrowed down accordingly. 
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3.2.7 Start of planning sequence 

After starting the sequence in the sequence control, the Windows waiting animation is now 

displayed. 

3.3 Rules 

3.3.1 No IC account in case of a new distribution allocation for third party share 

When adding a new split assignment to a rule's account assignment, only accounts matching the IC 

constraint will be used, even if all matching accounts have already been assigned to the source 

account. 

3.3.2 Warning if a statistical account is selected as posting account 

To avoid differences in the reconciliation block, a warning is issued in the Wizard / during the 

plausibility check if statistical accounts are selected as posting accounts. 

3.3.3 Empty resolution rule 

In one constellation, saved empty resolution rules were not shown as incomplete in the rule template 

tree. This has been corrected. 

3.3.4 Exception when creating a transition rule 

When creating a transition rule in a scenario without P&L and balance sheet account, an exception 

was displayed. Now the transition rule is opened and the missing accounts are pointed out. 

3.4 Free spreadsheet 

3.4.1 Extension of decimal places in the free spreadsheet 

In the free spreadsheet, numbers with more than two decimal places can now be entered. This allows 

significant rounding differences to be avoided, e.g. for factors / key figures with which large values 

are multiplied later.  

Formulas, with the exception of the RND formula (rounding), continue to return values with two 

decimal places. 

3.4.2 Copying spreadsheets with the same name 

Spreadsheets could be accidentally copied multiple times by fast clicking. After the first click, a lock 

is now set so that multiple copying with the same name is no longer possible. 
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3.5 Logs 

3.5.1 Logging now language independent 

Alle entries of the IDL.FORECAST Protocols are now presented in the language of the viewer user, 

even if user with other languages have been the trigger of the entries. 

3.5.2 Caching the log view when switching  

The log view is now always updated when switching from the scenario logs to the parent logs. 
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4 IDL.XLSLINK 

4.1 Performance improvements 

The performance of a query of group account balances with balance option KTK in an overall group 

with 46 subgroups and a total of 300 companies took several minutes for a customer in that situation. 

Through targeted optimization, the waiting time was reduced by 86%, which is a 7fold increase of 

Performance. 

4.2 Formula Editor 

In Release 2022.0, we have added a number of enhancements to the formula editor. 

4.2.1 Mandatory fields added 

The "Group/subgroup" field is now a mandatory field at group level in the read functions  

- Group monitor 

- Accruals transactions 

- Account balances 

- Asset transactions 

- Capital transactions 

- Account balances 

- Other mirror transactions 

- Controlling balances 

The "Company" field is now a required field instead of "Group" for the Group Controlling Objects 

read function, and for the "Mirror Columns" read function, the "Mode" field has become a required 

field.  

For the export function "Exchange rates" all fields are now mandatory and for the export function 

"Groups/Subgroups" the field Short text has become mandatory. 

4.2.2 Fields for the document header rearranged 

In the export function "Group postings" the fields for the document header are now arranged 

upwards and thus logically before the posting fields. 

4.2.3 Case sensitivity enabled 

For the "Companies" export function, upper and lower case letters are now allowed in both the "Legal 

form" and "Commercial register" fields. 
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4.2.4 Selection fields added 

For the export function "Report-Ident" the field "Report-Type" has been extended to a selection field 

with the possible report types. 

 

 For the export function "Chart of Accounts" the field "ControllingDimension" has been extended to 

a selection field for up to 10 controlling dimensions. 

 

 

4.2.5 Export order defined  

Until now, the order of the exported data was logically predefined according to application and 

worksheet, however, individual postings might be displayed in a different order in IDL.KONSIS after 

the export than they were predefined in the Excel sheet. 
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Now the export order is predefined by columns and rows, so that e.g. entries, which are logically 

arranged by debit / credit in Excel, are also displayed in this order after the export in IDL.KONSIS to 

enhance readability. 

4.3 S/H indicators when exporting group consolidation entries 

In order to facilitate the export of consolidation entries, additional combinations of entries in the 

field for debit amount and credit amount and the debit/credit indicator are now allowed 

The following cell contents can be in the S/H indicator field - other input will result in an error: 

• Empty - i.e. no content in the Excel cell at all. 

• S' - indicates debit value 

• H' - indicates credit value 

In the Debit and Credit fields can be the following cell content - other input will result in an error: 

• Empty - i.e. no content in the Excel cell 

• 0 - zero by direct input, formula or empty cell reference  

• a positive value by direct input, formula or cell reference to pos. value 

• a negative value by direct input, formula or cell reference to neg. value 

This results in a set of combinations from which the export program can export valid entries with the 

appropriate logic.  

4.4 Excel Workbook Cleaner Service 

We offer a special service to customers whose Excel Workbooks are noticeably slow in processing 

without working with IDL.XLSLINK. In these cases, there is often old data (e.g. unused named spaces) 

in the Excel files that must be cleaned up in order to be able to work with the file sufficiently quickly 

again. We have experts on the hotline for this and can get the affected Excel documents up and 

running again. We also offer this as part of consulting services if several files are affected. 

4.5 Note for customers with deprecated IDL.CONNECTOR: Hotfix 

IDL.XLSLINK for IDL.KONSIS 2019.1 H  

We provide a Hotfix 2019.1 H for all customers who due to their use of IDL.CONNECTOR still work 

with the release 2019.1 (which is out of maintenance). With adding the Hotfix to your 2019.1 H you 

have the opportunity to evaluate some of the actual IDL.XLSLINK features in your environment to 

prepare for the migration. In particular, this includes enhancements to the stability of the 

IDL.XLSLINK add-in in Microsoft Excel, client-side performance, reliability of updates, and handling 

of password-protected workbooks.   

  

Please note that the server-side improvements - especially the performance enhancements due to 

a new communication protocol between the Excel Addin and the server - are not included and will 

only be available after an update to a current version. 


